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PROGRESS  LESVOS  PROJECT

The direct crisis situation ended and this month was in every sense the

aftermath of the fire ; the refugees moved to the new camp and we

restarted our activities as fast as possible . This required quite some re-

thinking and re-shaping of our schedule and projects , we had to be creative

concerning the new circumstances and of course the still present COVID-19

regulations . Nevertheless , one week after the community moved to the new

camp we re-opened the gym . We started training outside instead of inside

and took a lot of hygienic measures to ensure the safety of the students ,

teachers and volunteers . Besides , the running team started running in the

mountains again . It is quite ironic to see that for the numbers of students in

our activities the location of the new camp is in our favor . The camp is now

extremely  close to the gym and we never had as many students as the past

month . Also One Happy Family re-opened after 8 months , which meant that

we can offer classes in the Yoga tent again . We re-started different yoga

classes , Zumba for women and Empowerment Self Defense classes for

women there . Since there were no activities happening inside the gym ,

Antoine started to build the climbing wall in the gym with the help of

many community volunteers and international volunteers . The wall is now

almost finished and we are really looking forward to be able to climb on

the wall . 

SITUATION  ON  LESVOS

The situation in the new camp is still dramatic : there are no showers , very

little toilets , they receive food only once per day and last but not least , the

first rain and wind already destroyed a lot of tents and turned the camp

into a mud-stream river . We are extremely worried about the colder months

that are coming . Many of our community members don 't have an actual

bed , matras or decent place to sleep . We do what we can to help our

students by providing them with food after classes , giving matrasses and

blankets , and offering showers in the gym and at our homes . 

In the past months approximately 2000 refugees have been relocated to

the mainland , which decongests the island at least a little bit . However the

situation on the mainland is not necessarily better for the people and we

are very worried about our community there . 

Unfortunately we have also seen how by the end of the month Pikpa camp

has been emptied and the people have been relocated to Kara Tepe camp .

Pikpa was a beautiful place where the most vulnerable people could live

more quietly and receive more help and support . It is awful to see that a

beautiful place like this gets shut down by the authorities , just because of

political considerations . 

The situation on Lesvos is deteriorating and the fire hasn 't contributed to

the situation . First there was Moria , then there was 10 days of emergency ,

and now there is Moria 2 .0 , where people live under even harsher

conditions . It is unbelievable that this is the political reality in Europe . 



ACTIVITIES

PROJECT  UPDATES

The project has fully restarted in October , in the

gym as well as in the yoga tent . The number of

students is maximized at 20 because of COVID-19

measures . Because of the high demand for sports

activities , this meant that unfortunately we also

had to say no sometimes . 

All the teachers were super happy to restart

activities again . Some of the teachers left , but

luckily we found replacements for all of them very

fast . Changes in the teachers staff can be found

below . 

There has also been a focus on restarting women

activities in the yoga tent in One Happy Family ,

which is very successful . Women who come to One

Happy Family are very eager to participate ,

resulting in full classes for women activities . The

field sports activities in Spanos have also restarted

and the teams are full of energy . We are looking

into the possibility to start an extra football team

and a women 's football team .  

Yoga:

- Vinyasa flow

- Akro yoga

- Yoga for women

Running

Bodybuilding

Martial Arts:

- Karate

- Judo

- Muay Tai

- Boxing

- Kung Fu

- Wrestling

Dancing

Parkour

Women sports:

- Zumba

- Self defence

- Fitness

- Taekwando

Field sports:

- Football

- Volleyball

- Basketball 



Gym

58.4%

Yoga

7.2%

Swimming

1.1%

Women's sports

11.8%

Running

5.4%

Field sports

16.1%

MEN

78.3%

WOMEN

21.7%

THE  PROJECTS  IN  NUMBERS

Number of activities : 

Number of teachers : 

Total amount of participants in all the projects :

Average amount of students per week :

20 

17

750

400

Running
Gym: ±15 students
Tues, Wed, Fri, Sat
Mytilini: ±10 students
Mon, Thurs

The amount of runners

has decreased a little

since the fire , but the

energy of the team is

endless . The team is very

motivated and 'team

Running '  is now training

6 days per week . 

Running
Number of students:

WRITTEN UPDATE

Gym
Bodybuilding: ±40 (2
classes per day)
Karate: ±8
Judo: ±10
Wrestling: ±20
Boxing: ±20
Parkour: ±15
Dance: ±10
Muay Tai: ±20
The gym is on full

capacity again . The

number of students is

limited to 20 .

Field sports
Volleyball: ±20 (Mo-Wed-
Fr)
Football: ±20 (Tu-Th-Sat)
Basketball: ±5 

The activities in Spanos

restarted . Besides the

basketball , the teams are

full and full of energy . We

have to find some new

basketball students . 

Women's sports
Zumba: ±10
Self defence: ±5
Taekwando: ±8
Fitness: ±10

In the yoga tent we are

able to focus a little more

on women activities

again . This is very

successful . There is a

maximum of 10 students

per class because of

COVID-19 measures . 

Swimming
Karat Tepe Beach
± 5 students

Mahmoud did some

swimming classes in

October on his own

initiative in Kara Tepe

beach . We provided him

with materials . By the

end of October he

stopped because of the

weather . 

Yoga tent 
:Akro yoga:  ±10
vinyasa yoga: ±10
Karate: ±8 
Dancing: ±10

There is different yoga

classes in the yoga tent

and also Karate and

Dancing are doing

some trainings in the

gym and some in the

yoga tent . 

Division of students over the different projects:
Number of men/women in

the projects :

+ 5

+ 5

+ 100

+ 100

Compared to

last month



LOCATIONS

Since the gym has re-opened our focus shifted to the activities in the gym again .

We are happy our 'base '  is back ! We still do running in Mytilini twice per week and

of course the field sports in Spanos . Further than that all our activities take place

in the gym and in the yoga tent in One Happy Family again . 

Running Mytilini

GYM

Fieldsports Spanos

One Happy Family



PROGRESS  ATHENS  PROJECT  HIWA

The project in Athens is improving day by day . The coordinators give all

their energy to improve the gym and make a good schedule . Multiple new

sports have been added to the schedule , like yoga and fitness for women .

Estelle went to Athens twice in October and helped the team to make a

good start . We are also very happy that one of the former volunteers of the

Lesvos project , Lienus Rob , who is now living in Athens , is helping the

coordinators with all kinds of things (especially financial matters). Seeing

the project grow is amazing and we are very motivated to create a big

project in Athens . Many of our community members who move from Lesvos

to Athens are training in the gym and in the future it will only become

more a place where our community can continue their training . However it

is also important for us that , more than on Lesvos , the gym in Athens is a

place where everyone is welcome to join the sports classes and where

integration is happening . 

Estelle realized during her times in Athens that the coordinators are doing

a very great job , but that for specific things they will need some more

training , for example when it comes to social media and fundraising . Estelle

will develop a training program for this and go to Athens in November to

train the coordination team . 

SITUATION  IN  ATHENS

In the past months many people have been relocated to the mainland .

Besides , many people that received their status on Lesvos have moved to

Athens . These people have lost their support and are now in Athens without

anything . This results in a very difficult situation in Athens , many refugees

are stranded in Victoria square where they sleep in small tents and are

completely exposed to the cold October evenings . Housing and food are a

big problem currently in Athens and the pandemic is not making the

situation any better . The economy in Athens is weak and there are little

jobs available for the refugees in Athens . It is a situation without any bright

near future . We are very worried about the current situation . 



PROJECT  UPDATES

The coordinators are working hard to find more

teachers and to expand the number of activities .

The gym is mainly open in the afternoons and

evenings , because many people in Athens have

other duties during the day . For now yoga has been

added to the schedule and also fitness for women ,

taught by 2 amazing strong women coming from

our community on Lesvos who recently arrived in

Athens . 

The coordinators had 2 teacher meetings , to

discuss the new schedule and activities .

Estelle went to Athens twice to support the

coordinators in improving the gym , and to sign the

rental contract and the electricity contract for the

gym . 

ACTIVITIES
Yoga

Martial Arts

Taekwando

Boxing

Muay Thai

Kung fu

  

Running

Breakdance 

Fitness classes

Activities for women



Women sports

17.7%

Yoga

8.8%

Martial Arts

53.1%

Running

7.1%

Breakdance

13.3%

MEN

73.9%

WOMEN

26.1%

THE  PROJECTS  IN  NUMBERS

Number of activities : 

Number of teachers : 

Total amount of participants in all the projects :

Average amount of students per week :

9 

7

115

80

Running
±8 students
5 times per week
Coach: Morteza

The team is not too big at

the moment , but the

coach is very dedicated

and offers a varied

program . The team will

get bigger soon !

Unfortunately COVID-19

doesn 't make it easy to

run in a big group . 

Running
Number of students:

WRITTEN UPDATE

Martial Arts
Taekwando: ±15 per class
Muay Tai: just starting
Boxing: ±15 per class
Kung Fu: ±15

The gym is open , but the

number of students is

limited at 15 per class

because of COVID-19 . The

same classes are

therefore offered multiple

times .

Fitness
Just starting

The equipment has been

bought and coach Ali

(also coordinator) is ready

to start ! 

Women's sports
Gym
Fitness: ±10

ICoach Soheyla is

bringing the women in to

do some good fitness !

Soheyla was already

teaching on Lesvos

(especially Karate) and is

now coordinator and

teacher in Athens .

Breakdance
Gym
± 10 students

Breakdance is a very

popular sports in the

HIWA gym . The energy is

amazing and the teacher

is so good ! 

Yoga  
:±10 students

One of our former Yoga

Teacher Training

Students , Mohadise ,

recently started

teaching yoga in the

HIWA gym . 

Division of students over the different projects:
Number of men/women in

the projects :



ON-running sponsored us with 36 pairs

of shoes , long-sleeves and some shorts ! 

Money (1500) has been donated to buy

equipment from Decathlon . 

Nina brought 12 outfits for the running

team donated by 4by4 clothing ,

Brussels Lof and Steenbok Sports in

Groningen . 

Income

Our total income this month : 19 .007 ,51

(-570)

Income from general donations : 17 .878 

Income from volunteer house : 369

Income per category : 

Other forms of support
Physical donations :

FINANCES  

We are 100% funded through independent donations

Direct transfer
51.4%

Facebook 
37.7%

Website
7.1%

Expenses

Our total expenses this month : 17 .870 ,27

(-9 .377 ,73)

Expenses per category : 

Expenses per project : 

Athens
42%

Projects
38.2%

General costs
9.1%

Housing
7.9%

Human Resources
2.7%

General fundraising update
The money that came in for

emergency support has been

dedicated to supporting our

community during and after the fire .

This money has been accounted

separately . Besides the fundraising

for this there has been a separate

fundraiser for the climbing wall . This

money has also been fully spent by

Antoine and Michel to build the

climbing wall . A new cooperation has

started with Civifleet , a German

organization that wants to help us to

continue our project in Athens . From

November our general fundraising

will have to start again , and things

will go back to 'normal ' .

Explanation of expenses
In the aftermath of the fire we have still

spent a lot of money supporting our

community in the new camp , because of

the dire conditions . Besides we have

invested to renovate the gym and to

build the climbing wall in the gym .

Besides a lot of money has been spent

to improve the gym in Athens . The other

expenses were regular : rent of the gyms ,

rent of the fields for field sports ,

coordinator support and teacher

support . We started doing a lot of

renovations in the gym , and we paid the

rent ahead until May 2021 , so the costs

for gym rent and renovation were high . 

Gym
88.7%

Teacher support
5.1%

Running
1%



Built an organizational
structure

Create a budget plan

Involve community
members in the
organization

Strengthen volunteer
coordination

Internal

organization

Edu left in October ,

which leaves us with 4

coordinators on Lesvos .

We will keep this

structure . In Athens

there is 3 coordinators .

There tasks will be

further defined in

November . There is some

re-thinking of the

organizational structure

to do for 2021 . 

The external accounting

for 2018 is finalized and

for 2019 almost . There is

a budget created for

Athens . 

There are now 3

community volunteers

that started their work in

October .

The volunteers are back

in the shifts . 

Improve fundraising

Increase visibility

Expand to other
locations

Integration and
contact with local
population

External

Strategy

A lot of money came in

for the crisis situation

which has all been

spent for this specific

purpose . Now we will

have to start working

again on the regular

fundraising activities .

The new website is

almost ready .

Communication work

deserves some more

attention . 

The gym in Athens

opened . Unfortunately

the project in Samos

we applied for didn 't

get funding for now . 

This will become an

important focus point

for the Athens gym . In

Lesvos no progress in

October . 

Increase teacher support

Projects in Moria and
Pikpa

More women engaged

Improve the gym

Projects

All teachers have

received their monthly

support in the form of a

groceries coupon .

Besides we have

supported the teachers in

their basic needs from

the emergency money .

Moria and Pikpa do no

longer exist .

The re-opening of the

gym has boosted women

activities .

The climbing wall is

under construction , and

when this is finished we

will clean and renovate

the rest of the gym . 

PROGRESS  ON  POLICY  PRIORITIES



Explanation of expenses

Hamid (Muay Tai)

Eyob (Parkour)

Abdul Malik (Basketball)

Mahdi (dancing)

Zaki (yoga)

Aziz (bodybuilding)

Navid (boxing)

Habib (boxing)

Sangali (Kung Fu)

Mahdi (Muay Tai)

Rohele (Karate)

Zia (Parkour)

Ali (bodybuilding - Athens)

Mohadise (yoga - Athens)

Hamid (Muay Tai - Athens)

Soheyla (Fitness women - Athens)

Update on teachers 

Teachers that left :

New teachers : 

COMMUNITY  &  OUTREACH

General fundraising update

Jose Faria

Antoine 

Lukas 

Romane

Ana 

Anne (left October 5)

Corrado

Simona

Lienus (Athens)

Update on volunteers 

Edu left . The remaining

coordinators are Estelle , Miren

(teacher), Louise (volunteer), Nina

(finances)

Athens : Soheyla , Ali & Aref

The volunteers in October :

Social media

Facebook

Total likes : 2 .810 (+43) 

Total followers : 3 .010 (+159)

Total posts : 7

People reached : 3 .834 (-59%)

Post engagements : 766 (-42%)

Page likes : 30 (-42%)

Page followers 31 (-43%)

Instagram:

Total followers : 2 .398 (+113)

Total posts : 7

Runnersworld NL magazine

edition October/November 

Publications



Aref
Coordinator Athens

"I am coordinator  of the project in
Athens because I want to do
everything for this project to
improve it. I really like to be
coordinator because it is my
passion to help people and to see
people progress in sports.
In project hiwa in Athens I feel
happy. My students are my family"

Mahdi
New Muay Tai coach

"My goal has always been to pass on my
Muay Thai skills to those who are
interested in Muay Thai."

MESSAGE  FROM  THE  COMMUNITY

OUR  PARTNERS

WWBT Lesvos Solidarity Team Humanity

Zaporeak One Happy Family Proemaid

Spanos


